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Emotional Intelligence
The dos and don’ts of plucking at consumers’ heartstrings
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If you tap into the right emotional connections, you’ll build long-lasting rela- hide their emotional motivations from themselves
tionships with loyal brand customers. If you use and look for logical reasons to justify their puremotional marketing in the wrong way, you chases. Second, emotional reasons for purchascould drive people away and erode your market es are socially undesirable (greed, status, lust, envy,
share—and waste your marketing dollars. Which etc.), so consumers will deny them even if they’re
of these four emotional marketing mistakes aware of them. Next, the connections between
emotional benefits and their features are largely
might you be making?
The empty promise. The conventional mar- beyond consumers’ awareness. And finally, many
keting wisdom, “Sell the sizzle, not the steak,” is consumers fear that if we really knew what would
off base. Without the steak, there’s nothing to make them fall in love with our brand, we’d sell
sell. Studies have proven that people buy for them things they don’t want or need.
Savvy researchers have borrowed exercises
emotional reasons, and then justify their purchases with logic. So when we make an emotion- and projective techniques from the behavioral
al promise, we need to back it up with real fea- sciences to overcome all these obstacles and ladtures and benefits. Although an attractive emp- der up the benefit chain to valuable emotional
ty promise may create trial, it won’t get you insights. Using Jungian archetypes and guided
imagery, for example, we have been able to get
repeat purchases or brand loyalty.
The emotional mismatch. An emotional powerful insights into the psychology of brands.
mismatch is when the link between the emo- These approaches make it possible for respontional benefit and its rational feature or fea- dents to project their deep emotional motivatures doesn’t quite make sense. An example is tions for purchase while maintaining a safe dis-

tance from what might be highly charged material. The exercises give them permission to share
their feelings from what they see as the “not me.”
There is one more emotional marketing mistake—one that can ruin your campaign, even if
you do everything else right.
Blurting out the emotional benefit. The purpose of emotion in an ad is to indirectly create
a connection with the prospect that fulfills a wish
or need. But, if you call out the emotional benefit directly, your target might feel invaded and
actually reject the premise and the product.
Emotional marketing insights are for marketers
to know and consumers to experience. All of the
reasons that make it necessary to be indirect in
your research methods count double when it
comes to execution. It’s a serious mistake to take
a targeted emotional motivation for purchase
and blurt it out to the prospect. Ford did this in
its “Tough Trucks” ad: “We don’t just make our
trucks tough, we make you tough!” If you asked
a buyer if he bought a Ford truck in order to feel
tough, do you think he would admit it? No way.
So how to do it right? Truly excellent advertising delivers an emotional punch fully consistent with, and supportive of, your product’s most
desirable features. In a radio advertisement by
Radio Works, a conversation is heard between a
woman and her ex-husband. “Harry? Don’t you
remember me?” She reminds him that they dated all through college, took a trip to Greece, got
on the wrong boat, wound up in a Turkish prison
and, after they escaped, got married on a skytram in the Swiss Alps. Back home they decided
to get a divorce and worked out the settlement
over dinner at Dee’s. “Dee’s?!” exclaims the
man.“Yes! Now I remember! I had the halibut
steak!” He then exuberantly describes the meal
in detail. After the woman leaves in disgust, an
announcer says, “Try our delicious halibut dinner, for a limited time only $4.95. Dee’s, an experience you’ll never forget.”
What emotional benefits does this inspire?
A sense of control over your own pleasure, independence, adventure and humor. At the same
time, all the emotional benefits have been clearly linked to a long list of sensorial, stimulating,
mouthwatering and satisfying features; and all
for a price you can afford, even if you’re strapped
with alimony payments. I don’t know about you,
but I’m going to Dee’s!
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